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Some other recent pertinent papers 
(unfortunately not able to discuss in this talk)  

1.  Mross, Messin, Alicea, PRX 2015 (an exotic gapless surface state of 3d TI)

2.  Other recent half-filled LL work: Kamburov, Shayegan et al, PRL 2014 (expt); 
Barkeshli, Mulligan, Fisher, arxiv, 2015 (theory), Murthy, Shankar arxiv, 2015 (theory)

3. Many papers in the last 3 years on physics aspects of 3d SPT phases 
 Review:  TS,  Ann. Rev.  Cond.  Matt.,  2015

 



Deep connections between 3 apparently different 
problems   

Half-filled Landau level of 
2d electron gas: 

Composite fermi liquids

Effects of strong correlations on 3d 
topological insulators/superconductors

Quantum spin liquids in 3d 
(eg, in quantum spin ice)



Deep connections between 3 apparently different 
problems   

Half-filled Landau level of 
2d electron gas: 

Composite fermi liquids

Effects of strong correlations on 3d 
topological insulators/superconductors

Quantum spin liquids in 3d 
(eg, in quantum spin ice)

Many new insights/results. 

This talk; mainly focus on 1/2-filled Landau level, 
give physical pictures/understanding. 



1/2-filled Landau level: the problem   

 2d electron gas in a strong magnetic 
field in the ``quantum Hall regime” 

Filling factor ν =  1,2., 3, ...... (IQHE)

ν = 1/3, 1/5, ...... (FQHE)

ν = 1/2 ???
(other 1/(2m))???

Experiment: Metal with ρxx ≠0, ρxy ≠ 0, 
but ρxx≪ρxy. 
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Composite fermi liquid theory 
(Halperin, Lee, Read 1993)    

Bind 2 flux quanta to electron: 
Form composite fermions (Jain 89)  
moving (at ν = 1/2) in effective field B* 
= 0

=> form Fermi surface of composite 
fermions

kth, it generates a phase of magnitude 2p × 2p. By defi-
nition, a closed loop around a unit vortex generates a
phase of 2p. Thus the product in equation 4 attaches 2p
vortices to each electron in the noninteracting Slater-
determinant wavefunction.

So we see that the flux quanta of our “Bohr theory”
represent the microscopic vortices of the many-particle
wavefunction, and the composite fermion is actually the
bound state of an electron and 2p quantum vortices. A flux
quantum is topologically similar to a vortex; it also pro-
duces an Aharonov–Bohm phase of 2p for a closed path
around itself. Therefore it is often useful to model the vor-
tices as flux quanta and envision the composite fermion as
an electron carrying 2p flux quanta.

How do the vortices cancel part of the external B
field? Consider a path in which one particle executes a
counterclockwise loop enclosing an area A, with all the
other particles held fixed. Equating the sum of the
Aharonov–Bohm phase 2pBA/v0 and the phase ⊗2p2prA
coming from the encircled vortices to an effective
Aharonov–Bohm phase 2pAB*/v0, we get the new field B*

of equation 2. Of course a magnetometer will still measure
simply B. But, as far as a composite fermion is concerned,
B* is the real field, as we shall see.

The form of the wavefunction C provides an insight
into why the repulsive interaction between electrons
might force vortices on them. The wavefunction is very
effective in keeping the electrons apart. The probability
that any two will come within a distance r of each other
vanishes like r2(2p+1). Contrast that with the r2 vanishing
for a typical state satisfying the Pauli principle. In
essence, then, electrons transmute into composite fermi-
ons by capturing 2p vortices because that is how they best
screen the repulsive Coulomb interaction. The interaction
between composite fermions is weak because most of the
Coulomb interaction has been screened out—or used up—
in making them.

Equations 2, 3, and 4 are the master equations
describing the quantum fluid of composite fermions. Since
the first two are the same and can be derived from the third,
everything ultimately stems from a single equation. The
quantum numbers of the composite fermion follow straight-
forwardly from the observation that each one is produced by

a single electron. It has the same
charge and spin as the electron, and it
is also a fermion.

Seeing composite fermions
The crucial, non-perturbative respect
in which composite fermions distin-

guish themselves from electrons is that they experience
an effective magnetic field, B*, that is drastically different
from the external magnetic field. The effective magnetic
field is so central, direct, and dramatic a consequence of
the formation of composite fermions that its observation is
tantamount to an observation of the composite fermion
itself.

At filling factors n less than 1, the experiments clear-
ly show us composite fermions subject to the magnetic
field B* rather than electrons subject to B. The most com-
pelling experimental evidence for the composite fermion
comes simply from plotting the high-field magneto-
resistance as a function of 1/n*, which is proportional to B*.
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FIGURE 2. CAPTURING TWO FLUX

quanta transforms each electron in the
plane into a composite fermion that
experiences, in effect, a reduced residual
magnetic field.

FIGURE 3. COMPARING INTEGRAL AND FRACTIONAL

quantum Hall regimes, top and bottom panels, respectively.16, 3

Blue curve (shown only in the top panel) is the Hall resistance
with quantum plateaus. Red curves are ordinary longitudinal

resistivity with a dip, labeled by its electron filling factor n, for
each plateau. The filling factor n = n/(2n + 1) corresponds to

a composite-fermion filling factor n* = n. Thus the two red
curves, despite their very different electron filling factors, are

remarkably similar.
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 Away from ν = 1/2, composite fermions see 
effective B*≠0 but reduced from external  field 
B.



Some experimental verification of  composite fermions  

Examples: 

1. Slightly away from ν = 1/2, composite fermions move in 
cyclotron orbits with radius >> electron cyclotron radius. 

2. Confirmation of composite fermion Fermi surface 
(geometric resonances, Shubnikov-deHaas oscillations)

3. Successful theory of experimental finding σxx (q) ~ q 
(surface acoustic wave)

 
4. Successful description of many FQHE states in terms of 
filled composite fermion Landau levels (Jain). 

Figure 3 shows us its striking similarity to the magne-
toresistance of electrons at low B (where they are weakly
interacting), plotted as a function of 1/n. This is direct evi-
dence that the strongly correlated liquid of interacting
electrons at filling factor n behaves like a weakly inter-
acting gas of composite fermions at n*.

The quantum Hall effect, evident in figure 3, is one of
the most fascinating phenomena exhibited by two-dimen-
sional electron systems in a magnetic field.4 One sees
plateaus of the Hall resistance RH with quantized values
h/(fe2) centered around n = f, where f is an integer or a
simple fraction. The integral quantum Hall effect is
understood straightforwardly,4 in terms of independent
electrons, as a consequence of the quantization of the
single-electron energy into Landau levels, which produces
a non-degenerate many-particle ground state whenever n
is an integer n. The analogous integral quantum Hall
effect for composite fermions corresponds to n* = n. These
states occur at fractional electron filling factors given by

(5)

which turn out to be precisely the observed “magic” frac-
tions at which the fractional quantum Hall effect is
observed to be particularly prominent. (See PHYSICS
TODAY, July 1993, page 17.) There is, at present, evidence
for more than 30 fractional quantum Hall states. The
equation dictates only odd-denominator fractions, which,
with only one exception, is what the experimenters find.

The fractional quantum Hall effect for electrons is
thus interpreted as an integral quantum Hall effect of
composite fermions—in effect, an observation of compos-
ite-fermion Landau levels. This simple explanation of the
fractional quantum Hall effect not only obtains all the
observed fractional plateaus in a single step; it also uni-
fies the fractional and the integral quantum Hall effects.

The observation of the fractional quantum Hall effect
serves as a macroscopic confirmation of some of the fun-
damental postulates of quantum mechanics. The principle
governing the surprising precision of the quantization of
macroscopic Hall resistance is the single-valuedness of
the microscopic many-electron wavefunction, which
requires that the vorticity of a composite fermion (the
exponent 2p in equation 4) be precisely an integer. The
empirical odd-denominator rule follows, because the 2p
must be even so that the many-particle wavefunction
have the exchange antisymmetry required for fermions.

Robert Laughlin’s original theory of n = 1/(2p+1)
states, a subset of the observed fractions, falls naturally
within the composite-fermion theory. At n* = 1, putting
into equation 4 the explicit form of the non-interacting
Slater-determinant wavefunction Fn* = 1 yields for the
ground state at n = 1/(2p+1)

(6)

which is precisely the wavefunction formulated by Laugh-
lin in 1983 to explain the first observed fractional quan-
tum Hall state (n = 1/3). It represents one filled composite-
fermion Landau level.

An early and influential approach, pioneered by
Steven Girvin and Allan MacDonald,5 regards the Laugh-
lin wavefunction as a Bose condensate, with the role of the
boson played by the bound state of an electron and 2p+1
flux quanta.

What about the fractional quantum Hall effect’s cele-
brated fractional charge. (See PHYSICS TODAY, November
1997, page 17.) It appears as what is called the “local
charge” of an excited composite fermion, defined as the
sum of its intrinsic charge (⊗ e) and the charge of the
screening cloud around it. Its value at n = n/(2pn"1)
can be shown by a simple counting argument to be
⊗e/(2pn"1). This fractional charge is a manifestation of a
quantized screening by the quantum fluid of composite
fermions.

Do composite fermions have a life outside the frac-
tional quantum Hall effect? An important application of
the concept concerns the metallic state at n = 1/2 , where no
fractional quantum Hall state is seen. If composite fermi-
ons exist at that filling factor, they would experience no
effective magnetic field (B* = 0). Thus a mean-field picture
suggests a Fermi sea of composite fermions. (Once again,
see PHYSICS TODAY, July 1993, page 17.)

In an influential theoretical work, Bertrand
Halperin, Patrick Lee, and Nicholas Read argued that
many features of the Fermi surface of composite fermions
survive when fluctuations beyond the mean-field theory
are taken into account.6 At n values near 1/2, the composite
fermions, experiencing a very weak magnetic field, would
execute classical cyclotron orbits of radius R* orders of
magnitude larger than any electronic length scale appro-
priate to B. Experiments by three different groups at Bell
Labs and Stony Brook in 1993–94, and several experiments
since then, have confirmed that R* is indeed the cyclotron
radius of the charge carriers.3 Two of these experimental
results are shown in figures 4 and 5. Farther away from n =
1/2 , the semiclassical orbits of the quantum composite-fermi-
on particles are quantized to produce composite-fermion
Landau levels, first exhibiting Shubnikov–de Haas oscilla-
tions and then the quantum Hall effect.
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FIGURE 4. MEASURING THE EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC FIELD B*

felt by composite fermions, by magnetically focusing them—
injecting them into one constriction and collecting them at
another. The lower panel shows the focusing peaks for elec-
trons at discrete values of B (near B = 0) corresponding to dif-
ferent numbers of bounces (see insert.) The upper panel shows
the corresponding peaks for composite fermions near B* = 0.
The two sets of peaks (superimposed over mesoscopic resist-
ance fluctuations due to disorder) align when one scales B* by a
factor of =+2, to account for the fact that the composite-fermi-
on Fermi sea, unlike the electron Fermi sea, is spin polarized.
(Adapted from ref. 7.)

Many groups: Willett, Stormer, Tsui, Shayegan, Goldman,.....



Transport phenomenology of composite fermi liquids  

Electrical current = current of composite fermions

but the motion of attached flux induces additional transverse voltage drop.  

~j
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 !⇢⇤~j + 2h
e2 ẑ ⇥~j

⇢⇤ij : resistivity tensor of composite fermions.
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Heat transport and Wiedemann-Franz violation in 
composite fermi liquids  

Wang, TS, 2015
When composite fermions move, they directly transport heat => very 
different heat and electrical transport

Conventional metal @ T ! 0 (even at B 6= 0, with disorder, interactions):

Heat conductivity 
xx

= L0T�xx

(“Wiedemann-Franz law”)

Lorenz number L0 =
⇡

2
k

2
B

3e2

Composite fermi liquids: 
xx

6= L0T�xx

but 
xx

= L0T
(e2/2h)

2
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> 103

Huge violation of conventional Wiedemann-Franz !



Unfinished business in theory  

1. Theory should be defineable within 
the Lowest Landau Level (LLL) but HLR is not 
in the LLL.  

Many refinements in the late 90s (Shankar, Murthy; Read; Halperin, Stern, 

Simon, van Oppen;  D.-H. Lee, Pasquier, Haldane,.......) but dust never settled.

2. Particle-hole symmetry

A symmetry of the LLL Hamiltonian (with eg, 2-
body interactions) but not manifest in HLR. 

Issue identified in the 90s (Grotov, Gan, Lee, Kivelson, 

96; Lee 98) but no resolution. 

~!c

Vint ⌧ ~!c: project to LLL

~!c

Vint ⌧ ~!c: project to LLL



Particle-hole symmetry  in LLL

At ν = 1/2, regard LLL as either ``half-empty or half-
full”: 

Start from empty level, fill half the LL

or start from filled LL and remove half the electrons

Full symmetry of 1/2-LLL (with, eg, 2-body interaction) is U(1) X C 

Formal:

Electron operator  (x, y) '
P

m �m(x, y)cm after restriction to LLL

(�m(x, y): various single particle wave functions in LLL).

Particle-hole: Antiunitary symmetry C

C C

�1
=  

†
=

P
m �

⇤
m(x, y)c

†
m



Particle-hole symmetric CFL: a proposal   

Is the Composite Fermion a Dirac Particle?    (Son , 2015)

Composite fermion ψv forms a single Dirac cone tuned away 
from neutrality: 

Anti-unitary p/h (C) acts in same way as time reversal usually 
does on Dirac fermion: 

C vC�1
= i�y v => C2 vC�2

= � v

Composite fermion is Kramers doublet under C.

Same as single Dirac cone surface of spin-orbit coupled 3d topological insulators 
(with C replacing time-reversal) but with an extra coupling to a dynamical U(1) 
gauge field. 



Particle-hole symmetric CFL: a proposal (cont’d)  
(Son, 2015)  

Low energy theory: focus on states near Fermi surface. 

Meaning of Dirac? 

As CF goes around FS, pick up π Berry phase. 

E↵ective Lagrangian
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Particle-hole symmetric CFL: a proposal (cont’d)  
(Son, 2015)  

E↵ective internal magnetic field B⇤
=

~r⇥ ~a = B � 4⇡⇢.
Composite fermion density nv =

B
4⇡

B* same as in HLR but composite fermion density nCF is different. 
In HLR  nCF   = ρ (at any filling)

At ν = 1/2, nv = nCF but they are different away from it. 
This slight difference is crucial!

 



Particle-hole symmetric composite fermions: a physical 
picture (Wang, TS, 2015)  



Old physical picture of composite fermion in LLL 
N. Read, 1994; many subsequent papers in late 90s. 

CF: electron bound to 4π-vortex:  Vortex has depletion of charge -e 
but is displaced from electron

=> neutral dipole. e -e

4π

Plane wave factors ei(k*z + kz*)/2 push vortex out of electron 
in direction perpendicular to momentum. 

Dipole moment perpendicular to CF momentum. 

However this picture is not p/h symmetric (charge changes 
sign but vorticity does not). 

~d

~d ? ~k

LLL wave function (Rezayi-Read 94)

 (z1, ........, zN ) = PLLLdet(e
i~ki·~rj

)

Y

i<j

(zi � zj)
2



 New picture of composite fermion in LLL 

Fermion wavefunctions in LLL  (z1, z2, ......, zN ) =

Y

i<j

(zi � zj)f(z1, ......., zN )

f(z1, . . . .., zN ): a symmetric polynomial.

=> one vortex is exactly on electron due to Pauli. 

ν = 1/2 : can regard f(z1,....zN) as wavefunction of bosons at ν = 1 which can also form a 
compressible composite fermi liquid state. 

e/2 -e/2

2π2π

=> second vortex is displaced from first in direction perpendicular 
to CF momentum. 

Each vortex has charge -e/2 => single vortex exactly on electron has 
charge +e/2 and the displaced vortex has charge -e/2. 



Internal structure  of composite fermion(*) in LLL 

Semion

e/2 -e/2

2π2π

Anti-semion

Two ends have mutual statistics of π  e/2

-e/2
Phase of π

* Assume ends are well separated compared to vortex size. 

:Bound state (of course) is a fermion. 



New picture of composite fermion in LLL (cont’d) 

Anti-unitary C interchanges relative coordinates of the two ends. 

As two ends have mutual statistics of π, at low energies they form a ``spin”-1/2 doublet 
which is Kramers under C. 

e/2 -e/2

2π2π
C: 

-e/2 +e/2

2π2π



New picture of composite fermion in LLL (cont’d) 

Non-zero CF momentum => non-zero dipole moment

=> ``spin” of composite fermion polarized perpendicular to it’s 
momentum

(spin-momentum locking expected of Dirac fermion). 

Composite fermion goes around FS => momentum  rotates by 2π
=> spin rotates by 2π => Berry phase of π as expected for a 
Dirac fermion.  

e/2 -e/2

2π2π ~d

~d ? ~k
=> h~�i ? ~k



Measuring the π Berry phase 
 

Recall: Conventional metals   
(eg, graphene)
Measure in Shubnikov-DeHaas (SdH) oscillation 
data as function of magnetic field at fixed 
density: 

Resistivity minima at fields

1
Bn

=

n+ 1
2

F

n = integer; F = frequency of oscillations.

16 A.F. Young et al.

Fig. 1.4 Measurement of
Berry’s Phase in Graphene.
Landau fan diagrams are
shown for SdH oscillations at
different gate voltages. The
location of 1/B for the nth
minimum of Rxx counting
from B = BF is plotted
against n. The lines
correspond to a linear fit,
where the slope (lower inset)
indicates BF values and the
n-axis intercept (upper inset)
provides a direct probe of
Berry’s phase in the
magneto-oscillation in
graphene. Reproduced from
Ref. [28]

The linear energy dispersion relation also leads to a linearly vanishing 2D den-
sity of states near the charge neutrality point (CNP) at E = 0, ρ2D ∝ |ϵF |. This
differs from that for conventional parabolic 2D systems in which the density of
states, at least in the single particle picture, is constant, leading to a decrease in
the ability of charge neutral graphene to screen electric fields. Finally, the sublat-
tice symmetry endows the quasiparticles with a conserved quantum number and
chirality, corresponding to the projection of the pseudospin on the direction of mo-
tion [30]. In the absence of scattering which mixes the electrons in the graphene
valleys, pseudospin conservation forbids backscattering in graphene [5], momen-
tum reversal being equivalent to the violation of pseudospin conservation. This ab-
sence of backscattering has been advanced as an explanation for the experimentally
observed unusually long mean free path of carriers in metallic as compared with
semiconducting nanotubes [33].

1.4 Pseudospin and Klein Tunneling in Graphene

The observation of electron and hole puddles in charge neutral, substrate supported
graphene [53] confirmed theoretical expectations [54] that transport at charge neu-
trality is dominated by charged impurity-induced inhomogeneities [55–57]. The
picture of transport at the Dirac point is as a result of conducting puddles sepa-
rated by a network of p-n junctions. Understanding the properties of graphene p-n
junctions is thus crucial to quantitative understanding of the minimal conductivity,
a problem that has intrigued experimentalists and theorists alike [27, 54, 57–62].
Describing transport in the inhomogeneous potential landscape of the CNP requires
introduction of an additional spatially varying electrical potential into (1.1) in the
previous section; transport across a p-n junction corresponds to this varying poten-
tial crossing zero. Because graphene carriers have no mass, graphene p-n junctions

SdH in graphene: 
Zhang,  Tan, Stormer, Kim, 2005



Measuring the π Berry phase 
 

Recall: Conventional  metals
(eg, graphene)

Measure in Shubnikov-DeHaas (SdH) oscillation 
data as function of magnetic field at fixed 
electron density: 

Resistivity minima at fields

1
Bn

=

n+ 1
2

F

n = integer; F = frequency of oscillations.

Measures Berry phase.

16 A.F. Young et al.

Fig. 1.4 Measurement of
Berry’s Phase in Graphene.
Landau fan diagrams are
shown for SdH oscillations at
different gate voltages. The
location of 1/B for the nth
minimum of Rxx counting
from B = BF is plotted
against n. The lines
correspond to a linear fit,
where the slope (lower inset)
indicates BF values and the
n-axis intercept (upper inset)
provides a direct probe of
Berry’s phase in the
magneto-oscillation in
graphene. Reproduced from
Ref. [28]

The linear energy dispersion relation also leads to a linearly vanishing 2D den-
sity of states near the charge neutrality point (CNP) at E = 0, ρ2D ∝ |ϵF |. This
differs from that for conventional parabolic 2D systems in which the density of
states, at least in the single particle picture, is constant, leading to a decrease in
the ability of charge neutral graphene to screen electric fields. Finally, the sublat-
tice symmetry endows the quasiparticles with a conserved quantum number and
chirality, corresponding to the projection of the pseudospin on the direction of mo-
tion [30]. In the absence of scattering which mixes the electrons in the graphene
valleys, pseudospin conservation forbids backscattering in graphene [5], momen-
tum reversal being equivalent to the violation of pseudospin conservation. This ab-
sence of backscattering has been advanced as an explanation for the experimentally
observed unusually long mean free path of carriers in metallic as compared with
semiconducting nanotubes [33].

1.4 Pseudospin and Klein Tunneling in Graphene

The observation of electron and hole puddles in charge neutral, substrate supported
graphene [53] confirmed theoretical expectations [54] that transport at charge neu-
trality is dominated by charged impurity-induced inhomogeneities [55–57]. The
picture of transport at the Dirac point is as a result of conducting puddles sepa-
rated by a network of p-n junctions. Understanding the properties of graphene p-n
junctions is thus crucial to quantitative understanding of the minimal conductivity,
a problem that has intrigued experimentalists and theorists alike [27, 54, 57–62].
Describing transport in the inhomogeneous potential landscape of the CNP requires
introduction of an additional spatially varying electrical potential into (1.1) in the
previous section; transport across a p-n junction corresponds to this varying poten-
tial crossing zero. Because graphene carriers have no mass, graphene p-n junctions

SdH in graphene: 
Zhang,  Tan, Stormer, Kim, 2005



Measuring the π Berry phase 
 

Composite Fermi liquids: 

Measure in SdH data as a function of effective 
magnetic field B* at fixed composite fermion 
density.  

Conventional  metals 

Measure in SdH  data as function of magnetic 
field B at fixed electron density: 

Particle-hole symmetric composite fermi liquid:

nv =

B

4⇡
B⇤

= B � 4⇡⇢

Plot  SdH resistivity minima as a 
function of  1/B* by varying ρ
at fixed B. 



Measuring the π Berry phase 
 

π Berry phase !!

Plot  SdH resistivity minima as a function of  1/B* by varying ρ at fixed B. 

These occur at ``Jain fillings” ν = n/(2n+1)

=> 1
B⇤

n
=

n+ 1
2

2B

Contrast with successful interpretation of same data within old theory (no Berry 
phase): 

Crucial difference: Composite fermion density = ρ  and no Berry phase (old theory)

 versus             composite fermion density = B/(4 π) and π Berry phase (new theory)



1/2-filled LL and correlated TI surfaces  

Derivation of and more insight into Son’s proposal 



LLL p/h symmetry is ``anomalous” 

C is an emergent low-energy symmetry of a single Landau level (with eg, effective 2-body 
interactions); not a microscopic local symmetry. 

Question: 
Can we ``UV complete”  the lowest Landau level such that C is an exact local microscopic 
symmetry? 

Answer (see later): 

No! (in a strictly 2d system)

Yes - if we regard the Landau level as living at the surface of a 3d topological insulator (or 
more generally a 3d ``Symmetry Protected Topological” (SPT) phase). 

C is an ``anomalous” symmetry.  



p/h symmetric LL as a surface of 3d fermion SPT: 
Preliminaries

Consider (initially free) fermions with ``weird” action of time-reversal (denote C):

C ρ C-1 = - ρ

ρ = conserved ``charge” density. 

Full symmetry = U(1) x C 
(called class AIII in Topological Insulator/Superconductor literature*)

Eg: Triplet time reversal-invariant superconductor where physical Sz is conserved and plays 
the role of such a ρ. 

*distinct symmetry from usual spin-orbit coupled insulators which have U(1) ⋉ C symmetry (i.e, ρ is usually even 
under time reversal). 



p/h symmetric LL as a surface of 3d fermion SPT 
(cont’d)

Free fermion insulators with U(1) x C symmetry: Z classification (Schnyder, Ryu, Furusaki, 
Ludwig, 08; Kitaev, 08). 

Surface: n Dirac cones (n = integer). 

C symmetry guarantees that surface Dirac cone is exactly at neutrality. 

Electron-electron interactions:  Z → Z8 (x Z2)   (C. Wang, TS; 14; Metlitski, Chen, Fidkowski, 
Vishwanath 14)

Focus on n = 1 which is stable 
to interactions. 

Surface: Single Dirac cone. 

free fermion states 
that survive 
interactions

Beyond free fermions: 
no band theory 

description



p/h symmetric LL as a surface of 3d fermion SPT 
(cont’d)

ρ is odd under C => `electric current’ is 
even. 

External E-fields are odd but external B-
fields are even. 

=> Can perturb surface Dirac cone with 
external B-field. 

μ
ν = 0

⇠
p
B

ν = 1

ν = -1

C-symmetry: ν = 0 LL is exactly half-filled.   

Low energy physics:  project to 0LL

With interactions => map to usual half-filled LL



Comments

1.  Half-filled LL obtained in system with a local microscopic U(1) x C symmetry. 

2.  Surface of such a 3d SPT is a natural home for the half-filled LL with p/h symmetry. 

3. Realization as SPT surface => impossible to UV complete the half-filled LL in a strictly 2d 
system while keeping p/h exact. 

Implication:  Study p/h symmetric half-filled LL level by studying correlated surface 
states of such 3d fermion SPTs. 



Correlated surface states of fermion SPTs in 3d: 
generalities

Free fermion theory: Dirac cones

Interactions: 

(1) ``Ferromagnet” (break C symmetry) 

  

(2) ``Superconductor” ( break U(1) symmetry)

 
(3) Symmetry preserving gapped state
(must have anyons with ``anomalous” symmetry implementation. )



Surface superconductor as a gateway to other states

Surface superconductor is a powerful  ``base” for 
describing the surface phase diagram
 
Strategy: 
(i)  Understand structure of vortices in surface SC  

(ii) ``Quantum disorder” superconductor through 
phase fluctuations: 
=> Proliferate vortices to obtain symmetry 
preserving state. 

 

g

SC

Gapless DiracPairing gap 
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Surface superconductor as a gateway to other states

Surface superconductor is a powerful  ``base” for 
describing the surface phase diagram
 
Strategy: 
(i)  Understand structure of vortices in surface SC  

(ii) ``Quantum disorder” superconductor through 
phase fluctuations: 
=> Proliferate vortices to obtain symmetry 
preserving state. 

 

B

g

SC
Half-filled Landau level

Gapless DiracPairing gap 

??
Phase 
fluctuations



Vortex structure (*) in surface SC 

1. Study zero modes of Bogoliubov quasiparticles on vortices (a la Fu, Kane following Read-
Green)

- odd strength vortices have unpaired Majorana mode: non-abelian (=> cannot simply 
condense)

2. Powerful approach for even strength vortices:  relate to bulk physics

 

(*) Caveat: Turn off vortex coupling to Goldstone zero sound fluctuations of the SC, and put them 
back as minimal coupling to a dynamical U(1) gauge field  
(usual principles of 2+1-d charge-vortex duality: Dasgupta-Halperin, 1980; Fisher, Lee, 1989)



 Vortex structure in surface superconductor:  
preview of results

mh/2e  vortices with m odd: Unpaired 
Majorana zero mode

``Non-abelian”

π vortex

 h/e vortices: two species  
interchanged by C

2π- vortex v2+ (semion) 2π- vortex v2- (anti- 
semion)

C: 

2h/e vortex:  Fermion, 
Kramers under C

4π- vortex v4 (fermion)

C2: 

4h/e vortex: trivial boson



 Vortex structure in surface superconductor:  
preview of results (cont’d) 

 
Surface SC can be described as (anamolous) topological 
ordered state of the v4 vortex 

(same as a surface topological order of standard 
spin orbit coupled topological insulators) 

Disorder the SC in a B-field: 
simplest is to proliferate the Kramers fermion v4 vortex 
to form a quantum vortex liquid.

4π- vortex v4 (fermion)



 Vortex structure in surface superconductor:  
preview of results (cont’d) 

Surface SC can be described as (anamolous) 
topological ordered state of the v4 vortex

(same as a surface topological order of 
standard spin orbit coupled topological 
insulators) 

Proliferate the v4 vortex => get single Dirac 
cone coupled to non-compact U(1) gauge field 
(Son’s proposed theory). 

B

g

SC
Half-filled Landau level

Gapless DiracPairing gap 

??
Phase 
fluctuations



 Characterizing the U(1) x C fermion SPT in 3+1-d 

Gauge the U(1) and study monopoles. 

After gauging the resulting phase is a U(1) quantum 
spin liquid.

Strength-qm monopole has flux qm h/e

If surface is in SC phase, tunneling a 
monopole from the vacuum leaves behind a mh/2e 
vortex with m = 2 qm   

=> Even strength vortices related to bulk monopoles. 

Vacuum Insulator

Interface
superconductor

mh/e monopole

mh/e  
vortex



 Specialize to n = 1 U(1) x C fermion TI:  
``Electromagnetic” response and the Witten effect

EM response of any 3d insulator

L
eff

= L
Max

+ L
✓

(1)

L
✓

=

✓

4⇡2
~E. ~B

n = 1 U(1)⇥ C fermion TI: ✓ = ⇡.

Witten effect:

θ term => strength-1 monopole has electric charge θ/2π = 1/2 (+ integer) 



Bulk properties: Charge-monopole spectrum

1.  (1/2, 1) and (-1/2, 1) dyons are both bosons which are interchanged under C. 

2. Their bound state (0,2) is a Kramers fermion (Wang, Potter, TS, 13; Metlitski, Kane, Fisher, 13) 

3. Bulk monopole - boundary vortex correspondence: 
Strength-2 monopole ~ 4π vortex v4

=> Justifies previous claim that v4 is a Kramers fermion. 

qm

qe(1,0)

(1/2,1)

(1/2,-1)

(0,2)



A dual description of the gauged topological insulator

Can view charge-monopole lattice in two equivalent ``dual” ways. 

1. n = 1 TI of (1,0) fermion with Ue(1) x C symmetry

or

2. TI of (0,2) Kramers fermion with Um(1) ⋉ C symmetry 

qm

qe(1,0)

(1/2,1)

(1/2,-1)

(0,2)

qm

qe(1,0)

(1/2,1)

(1/2,-1)

(0,2)



Dual description of the surface superconductor

`Electric’ point of view:  Surface superconductor (break Ue(1) but preserve C)

`Magnetic’ point of view:  Vortex insulator (preserves Um(1) ⋉ C  symmetry) 
=> symmetry preserving surface topological order of the monopole TI 



Quantum disordering the superconductor:  
vortex metal phase

Proliferate 4π Kramers fermionic vortex v4 

Density of vortices = B/(4π). 

Make these vortices mobile => resulting state must still inherit the anomalous 
implementation of Um(1) ⋉ C of the surface

=> Form a single Dirac cone of v4 vortices tuned away from neutrality. 

A ``vortex metal” 
 
Include coupling to zero-sound mode of superconductor: Vortices couple to non-compact 
U(1) gauge field (as usual). 



Justification of Son’s proposal for half-filled LL  
 

Surface SC can be described as (anamolous) 
topological ordered state of the v4 vortex 

(same as a surface topological order of 
standard spin orbit coupled topological 
insulators) 

Proliferate the v4 vortex => get single Dirac 
cone coupled to non-compact U(1) gauge field 
(Son’s proposed theory). 

B

g

SC
Half-filled Landau level

Gapless DiracPairing gap 

Composite FL
Phase 
fluctuations



Comments: Composite fermi liquids as vortex metals

Vortex metal (as opposed to charge metal) viewpoint of CFL: 

1. Composite fermion density = density of 4π vortices

(as opposed to density of electrons in usual HLR). 

2.  Simple physical understanding of transport (electrical, heat, Wiedemann-Franz violation)

Longitudinal electrical conductivity α composite fermion resistivity

Transverse electrical conductivity = e2/2h (exactly) 

3.  Similar perspective: nice earlier work on CFL of bosons at ν = 1 (Alicea, Hermele, 
Motrunich, Fisher, 05) matching LLL theory of Read (98). 



Physical picture of the composite fermion: further 
justification

CFL as a surface state of the 3d fermion SPT: 

Boundary composite fermion ~ bulk (0,2) monopole  = bound state of 
two dyons which are bulk avatars of the two ends of the  dipole 
forming the composite fermion. 

14

transforming as

C vC
�1 = i�y v (25)

This dual Dirac liquid describes a possible surface
state if the surface superconductivity is destroyed by
phase fluctuations at zero magnetic field B. What if the
superconductivity is destroyed by turning on a non-zero
B? Now we will have a finite density of vortices. If we
wish to preserve C symmetry the simplest option is to
induce a finite density of v4 vortices and make them form
a ‘metallic’ state. This will lead to a non-zero chemical
potential in the Lagrangian in Eqn. 23 for the dual Dirac
liquid so that the dual Dirac cone is no longer tuned to
be at the neutrality point. The density of these vortices
is precisely

nv =
B

4⇡
(26)

as these are 4⇡ vortices. Further as these are fermions
they will form a Fermi surface. The Fermi momentum
KF will be related to nv in the usual way

KF =
p
4⇡nv (27)

The fermions at this Fermi surface will of course continue
to be coupled to the U(1) gauge field aµ.

XI. BACK TO COMPOSITE FERMI LIQUIDS

Let us now return to the fate of the half-filled Landau
level in the presence of particle-hole symmetry. Earlier
we argued that we can UV complete this theory with the
U(1)⇥C symmetry retained as an exact locally realized
microscopic symmetry by obtaining it as the surface of
the n = 1 TI with U(1) ⇥ C symmetry. We now see
that when B 6= 0 at this surface, as required to produce
the half-filled Landau level, a possible gapless state that
preserves the U(1)⇥C symmetry is the dual Dirac liquid
at non-zero chemical potential.

This theory bears some remarkable similarities to the
usual composite Fermi liquid description. We will there-
fore identify the field  v (or equivalenty the v4 vortex)
with the composite fermion. First the density of  v as
given by Eqn. 26 is precisely half the degeneracy of the
lowest Landau level, i.e it matches exactly the density
of electrons in the half-filled Landau level. Just as in
the usual composite fermi liquid,  v forms a Fermi sur-
face which is then coupled to a non-compact U(1) gauge
field.  v itself is formally electrically neutral (it is a vor-
tex) but the gauge flux couples to the external vector
potential.

The main di↵erence is that particle-hole symmetry is
explicitly present in this version of the composite Fermi
liquid. Further  v is a Kramers doublet under C, and its
Fermi surface encloses a Dirac cone. This is manifested
in a ⇡ phase when a  v particle at the Fermi surface
circles around it.

d(1/2, 1) d (-1/2,1)

d(0, 2)    

Vacuum Insulator

Interface
composite fermi 
liquid

2h/e 
monopole

composite
fermion

FIG. 7: Bulk-boundary correspondence for the
composite fermi liquid. The composite fermion is the

surface avatar of the electrically neutral strength-2 bulk
monopole which itself is a bound state of the two

(± 1
2 , 1) dyons. This strength-2 monopole is a fermion,

and is Kramers-doublet under C. At the surface the
two dyons that make up this monopole correspond to

the two ends of the dipole of Fig. 2.

This is precisely the description of the particle-hole
symmetric composite fermion liquid proposed by Son in
Ref. 5 which we described in Sec. III. We have thus
provided an understanding of Son’s proposal through the
linkage with the surface of a three dimensional electronic
topological insulator.

It is worth emphasizing a few points. The vortex
metal/composite fermi liquid surface state has been
shown to emerge as a legitimate surface state of the
n = 1 topological insulator with U(1) ⇥ C symmetry
in a non-zero B-field. This same surface also provides
a realization of a half-filled Landau level with U(1)⇥ C
symmetry. Thus the vortex metal/composite fermi liq-
uid state is a legitimate state for a half-filled Landau
level with particle-hole symmetry. Whether this state
is really the fate of the half-filled Landau level or not
depends on microscopic details which we have not at-
tempted to address.

A di↵erent question altogether is whether the dual
Dirac liquid at zero field describes the same phase as the
standard single Dirac cone. We have also not attempted
to answer this question here.

Finally we discuss the physical picture of the compos-
ite fermion from the point of view of the three dimen-
sional topological insulator when the half-filled Landau
level is obtained as its boundary. Note that the compos-
ite fermion is the surface avatar of the strength-2 electri-
cally neutral monopole in the bulk (see Fig. 7).. We ear-
lier obtained the properties of this strength-2 monopole
by obtaining it as the bound state of the (± 1

2 , 1) dyons.
These two dyons correspond precisely, at the surface, to
the two oppositely charged 2⇡ vortices at the two ends
of the composite fermion.

-e/2

2π

e/2

2π



Comments/summary

1.  Old issue of p/h symmetry in half-filled Landau level: simple, elegant answer 

2. Surprising connection to correlated 3d TI surfaces 

3. Many other results 

- clarification of many aspects of correlated surfaces of 3d TIs

- particle-vortex duality for 2+1-d massless Dirac fermions? 

- classification of time reversal invariant 3d spin liquids with emergent gapless photon 
..........


